


Bob’s granddad Brasser [John’s great-grandfather], had a saying, he used to say, to a new 
employee [at the Black Horse in Rottingdean], “Now you can drink as much beer as you like,” 
by which he meant small beer, “but you can only drink singing beer and not fighting beer. If 
you drink fighting beer you haven’t got a job here,” and he used to say that to all prospective 
employees, and that goes some way to say how singing became a part of the village. We’ve got 
a huge collection of songs in the family, some of which are about beer. Brasser would be in say 
Lewes market or somewhere else around trading sheep, he’d have drovers with him, and after 
the work was done, they’d go into the tavern. After a few pints there’d always be someone in the 
crowd who’d say “Well, I’ll sing a song if you like.” Brasser, who was a big collector of songs, he’d 
hear someone sing a song he hadn’t heard before, and he had a method, very bright bloke, a 
terrifically retentive mind, he’d sort of half remember the song and he’d go and he say “If I buys 
you a pint of beer, will you sing that for me again at the end?” And that was a standard procedure. 
After everyone was clearing out he’d pay the landlord for his quart, take him round the back, in 
the quiet and say, “Now sing it again, slowly”. And he’d listen like that to the whole song, and he’d 
memorise the lyrics and tune. But he said “The only way I could do it, was leave after all the other 
drovers, when they got away, and walk behind them, not get into conversation with anyone and all 
the way back to Rottingdean. I’d be singing that over and over in my mind, not loud, in my mind, 
all the way back. By the time I got back home, that song would be in my heart.”
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